Proposal of a thorax segment coordinate system for the 3D kinematical analysis of the cervical spine.
The International Society of Biomechanics detailed the recommendations for 3D kinematics of intervertebral movements (Wu, et al. 2002. J Biomech. 35:543-548), but does not specify how to adapt this proposal to describe the kinematics of the cervical spine, between the head and the thorax. The analysis of the literature shows that no consensus exists at the present time on this subject. The objective of our study was to identify the reference points that formed the most rigid triplet allowing building an optimal thorax segment coordinate system (SCS). We thus measured the variations of distances between markers placed on various anatomical landmarks, and then the deformations of the combinations of three markers on different cervical movements of a sample of 10 asymptomatic subjects. The results show that the triplet formed by the sternum and both acromions undergoes less deformation on the flexion-extension movement. For all the other movements (lateral bending, axial rotation and complex movements), the triplet formed by sternum, T3 and TH (positioned on the thoracic spinal column, in a horizontal plane containing the sternal marker), undergoes less deformation. As a conclusion, the optimal triplet to define the thorax SCS for 3D kinematical analysis of the cervical spine is that formed by the markers: sternum, T3 and TH. This triplet makes it possible to define an orthonormal SCS, the axes of which coincide with anatomical directions, i.e. with the functional axes of the movement.